Discover the most beautiful campsites in Germany.

Camping in Germany.
Close to nature, affordable and beautiful.
Do you love romantic lakes and beautiful nature? Are you looking for a place to inspire the whole family? Do you prefer a convenient site for your big-city adventures? If so, **Germany’s numerous and most stunning campsites will be perfect for you.** Whether you prefer a tent, a caravan or a holiday house, on our campsites anyone can enjoy nature and an affordable holiday without having to sacrifice on comfort, sport, entertainment or water fun.

At [www.germany.travel/camping](http://www.germany.travel/camping) or via the **QR code** below you will soon be able to find your perfect camping paradise among Germany’s innumerable campsites. Simply enter your preferences into the appropriate search fields and a few mouse clicks later you could be looking at a selection of sites that best suit your requirements. Do you want a small preview? Then simply read on. On the following pages we have selected one outstanding campsite from each of our German federal states. For more detailed information about all our featured campsites, which have often received awards, simply visit our website: [www.germany.travel/camping](http://www.germany.travel/camping)

Come with us on a journey of discovery.
Beautiful beaches and fantastic sea views. This campsite is right on the Baltic Sea, it is a perfect location for a relaxing and a restful holiday. Modern and comfortable fittings, first-class bathroom facilities and plenty of greenery ensure visitors can enjoy their holiday from the moment they arrive, whether travelling with a tent or caravan. As an alternative for the discerning camper, the campsite also offers exclusive mobile homes and chalets.

The possibilities here are endless: you can go swimming, sailing, pedaling or your children could attend the free play time sessions. Fans of ball-games have the opportunity of playing tennis, beach volleyball or basketball. If, on the other hand, you enjoy walking you could take a pleasant walk along the steep banks to the marina.

Our top tip is to visit: Lübeck, Travemünde, Kiel and Holstein Switzerland, all are just a stone’s throw away.

⭐ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Campingplatz Stover Strand

Welcome to the river Elbe. With all the beauty of the great outdoors, Camping Stover lies directly adjacent to a nature reserve on the shores of Stover Beach. Not far from Hamburg, this site doesn’t fail to impress with its spacious, one kilometre-long sandy beach along the Elbe.

The site is a perfect base from which to enjoy the tremendous cultural experiences available in the cosmopolitan city of Hamburg, or to capture the unique atmosphere of the river Elbe and its impressive landscape. For your convenience a ferry landing stage is available right next to the campsite from which to explore the Elbhafen (Elbe port) and many other nearby attractions. Even the smallest visitor can have an amazing amount of fun, a children’s club, modern playground and numerous activities are sure to guarantee many happy faces. The private Stover Strand restaurant, on the other hand, is equally delightful for all ages, here you can sit at the beautifully laid tables and enjoy award winning local food.

* 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Das Südsee-Camp

The South Seas in the north. Right in the middle of a varied natural landscape and the Lüneburg Heath is the South Sea campsite. Conveniently close to Soltau, you can pitch your tent or caravan, park your campervan or even rent one of 64 Swedish type holiday houses.

Especially the sporty and the adventurous will love a stay at this site. Quite close by is the Heide Park Resort, a theme park which offers fun for all the family. An adventure playground, a livery stable, a high rope climbing centre and a jungle golf course all contribute to a large variety of amusements available on offer. Pirates of the Caribbean fans can board a pirate ship on a natural swimming lake. Or would you rather enjoy the magic of the South Sea? An exotic bathing paradise with swimming pool lies just around the corner in Wietzendorf. Those who prefer to remain within the campsite will find everything they could wish for, including bicycle hire, caravan shop, washing facilities and a workshop. If you get hungry you can go shopping in the on site gourmet market or reserve yourself a lovely table at one of the campsite restaurants.

★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING

www.germany.travel
Camping Stadtwaldsee

Just take the plunge. The Stadtwaldsee campsite offers pure comfort in a peaceful and relaxing atmosphere. Each of the 153 generously sized pitches is fitted with fresh- and waste-water connections. During the warmer seasons 3 rental tents are available for those who don’t wish to put up their own tents, each of these can hold up to 6 people.

The facilities for diving at the lake are excellent and include a state of the art, fully automatic refill compressor station. Divers who wish to progress their abilities can take various internationally recognized training courses. If you prefer to spend your time on dry land you can take a day trip to the nearby Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, go jogging on the magnificent shore path, right around the lake, or drink a cappuccino at the cafe-restaurant’s delightful lakeside terrace. With three WiFi access points, located throughout the campsite, you can easily check your emails or surf the internet from the comfort of your pitch and camping chair.

★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Ferienpark Seehof

Enormous fun for the young or young at heart. Surrounded by groves of old trees in the middle of the Schwerin lake district lies the 18-hectare Seehof Holiday Park. The Park is superbly situated on the west bank, where camping enthusiasts will find ideal conditions for swimming, bathing and water-sports.

For a relaxing tour of discovery, we would highly recommend a visit to the City of Schwerin and its massive historic Castle, which is located only 8km away from the campsite. The new Creativity Centre will be perfect for you if you would like to learn pottery, felt crafting or blade sharpening.

Children are likely to be drawn by the wax-works display, the indoor amusement hall or the children’s play area, with its various daily activity programs. The Kids can also be involved in the Park’s numerous conservation measures, such as growing their own „climate mini-forest“. If after all this activity your kids are hungry you can cook them and your friends a lovely meal at the new campsite kitchen.

★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Ferienpark Plötzky
Kleiner Waldsee

The holiday park with 24 lakes.
South of Magdeburg in a densely forested recreation area lies the Plötzky Kleiner Waldsee Holiday Park. The Park offers campers and those who prefer a holiday-home more than enough space for a memorable camping adventures. 24 crystal-clear bathing lakes in the immediate vicinity of the campsite make swimming, diving or fishing irresistible.

You can also compete with your friends on 4 supermodern bowling alleys at the new bowling centre. Children will probably be thrilled by the rabbits, donkeys and ponies at the petting zoo.

For some pampering and a little bit of peace and quiet, visit the campsite’s modern and well equipped wellness centre. The adventurous are advised to take a trip to the city of Magdeburg with its tremendous range of cultural attractions. And if you need fortification after so much action, you may look forward to some home-style cooking at the campsite’s own restaurant.

★ 5 Stars
Campingpark Sanssouci zu Potsdam

Camping with the Royals. Right on the picturesque Lake Templin, near Berlin, lies the regal Sanssouci Camping Park in Potsdam. This perfectly located site offers all the facilities a camper’s heart could wish for, such as a hairdresser, massage centre, wifi and numerous shopping facilities.

Children are likely to be fascinated by the carpentry workshop, a fantastic playground and the beautiful natural bathing area. Fans of culture, sightseeing and shopping can go on a relaxing city tour to Berlin or visit Potsdam with its grand castles and gardens. Seekers of peace are guaranteed to find a place to dream beneath shady trees on the shores of the lake. Water lovers can tackle the lake with a hired canoe, sailboat or surfboard. And anyone reluctant to cook can enjoy the delicious food and crackling open fire at the Anna Amalia lake side restaurant.

⭐ 4 Stars, ECOCAMPING

www.germany.travel
Blütencamping Riegelspitze

Relax, rest and discover. Surrounded by the charming countryside of the Werder Havelland, this campsite is picturesquely situated on a peninsula in Lake Glindow. Whether in a caravan, mobile home, tent, holiday house, lodge or wine cask. The 8 hectare ground is a perfect sanctuary for anyone wishing to relax, recuperate or to find nature at its best.

Starting from your own landing stage you could go on a boat expedition to explore the numerous waterways that cover this beautiful area. If you prefer dry land we would recommend a cycling tour along the nearby European Cycle Route „R1“, heading towards Potsdam or Berlin. Both fascinating cities, with a large cultural array, can also comfortably be reached by bus or train.

And when you return to the Riegelspitze Campground in the evening, you can enjoy the amazing lake view from the terrace of a circus wagon.

★ 4 Stars ECOCAMPING
Campingpark Kerstgenshof

Infinite possibilities. Just before the Dutch border, where the gentle hills of Sonsbeck Switzerland roll to the horizon, lies the Kerstgenshof Camping Park. Surrounded by open fields and a unique river landscape, this campground is particularly enjoyed by people who love nature. Designed in harmony with its surroundings, the site is perfectly integrated into the environment. Among other things the park incorporates a 3,500 m² nature playground and an animal enclosure.

An additional highlight is the spacious, light-filled and perfectly designed sanitary complex. From unrestricted bathing to a camper’s kitchen, the park offers everything to make your camping experience more comfortable. A bistro, kiosk and a comfortable clubhouse complete the range of amenities at this campsite.

These high standards are one of the reasons why many visitors are reluctant to leave. However, should you wish to mount an expedition, we would recommend an extensive cycling or hiking tour through the unique natural landscape. Or a visit to the nearby Roman town of Xanten.

★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Camping- & Ferienpark Teichmann

Central, picturesque and diverse. The Teichmann Camping and Holiday Park is surrounded by one of the most beautiful regions in all of Germany. The Campsite lies at the entrance of a National Park on the shores of a dazzling private lake, ideal if you like swimming, boating or fishing. Generously laid out with large pitches the site is suitable for caravans and tents, or if you prefer you can rent a fully furnished mobile home, and if you need more space, a modern holiday house. For young campers there is a separate area which includes a variety of playgrounds. An absolute highlight for romantics is the weekly BBQ evening next to the lake, complete with campfire and guitar music. Many more attractions can be experienced outside the park grounds. In the adventure region of the Edersee, hikers and cyclists will find well-constructed touring routes. A summer toboggan run, a high ropes course, aqua park and boat trips on the Edersee will ensure an exiting program full of contrast. Anyone looking for something truly spectacular should visit the National Park House with its 4-D cinema, or marvel at „the great house“ on the lake, in which everything stands on its head.

* 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
One of the loveliest. Directly on the shores of the Hohenwarte reservoir (Hohenwartestausee) lies one of the most beautiful campsites in Thuringia. Surrounded by abundant forests, the long-established Neumannshof campsite boasts elongated grounds, with space for 17 bungalows, 50 caravans and 50 tents. From here it is only a short distance to the 50-metre-long beach and its spacious sunbathing area.

For some activity you can explore the many beautiful hiking trails around the Upper Saale Valley and the Slate Mountains, or cycle along the river Saale through the region of Altenbeuthen to enjoy the dreamy countryside views of the Saale Cascade. The campsite also offers a large children’s playground, bowling alley, mini-golf course and a volleyball court.

If as expected the abundant fresh air, sunshine and adventures should make you hungry, the „Four Seasons“ restaurant will ensure great regional food and a fantastic views of the lake.

★★★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
An oasis for sports-fans and those seeking relaxation. Not far from Dresden, Meissen, Saxony Switzerland and the region of Upper Lusatia lies a camping site with completely new facilities. Waiting to be discovered is the Lux Oase Camping and Leisure Park, where you can rent a brand new holiday house with a lake view or settle yourself on one of the large 100m² pitches.

This site offers anything but boredom, those seeking relaxation are drawn to the wellness complex, sauna or the massage centre. Sports fans will find the fitness centre with its table tennis, table football, or on the volleyball, basketball and football pitch a great place to have fun.

Further opportunities at the site include, a diverse program of activities, such as walking and cycling. Should the weather not be so fine you could always visit a nearby amusement and indoor adventure pool, a cinema or various interesting museums.

★ 5 Stars
Prümtal Camping Oberweis

One for all. Whether you seek peace or an active holiday: the Prümtal Campsite Oberweis offers something for everyone. Surrounded by the beautiful and densely-forested landscape of the Eifel region, the site offers an ideal conditions to disconnect from everyday life. If you feel like some activity, you can exert yourself to your heart’s content at the modern open air swimming pool or at the large sports field where you can play volleyball, basketball or table tennis.

Those wishing to explore the beautiful Eifel region are advised to take an extensive hiking or cycling tour on of the neighbouring paths through some of the most wonderful landscapes. And if you want to spend a highly enjoyable evening in the company of your loved ones, simply finish your day at the campsite’s cozy restaurant and pizzeria.

★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Campingplatz Losheim am See

For hikers and water lovers. This beautiful and generously laid-out campsite lies between a forested area and a water reservoir. The site has plenty to offer, caravanners can find their dream space among the 420 pitches. Travellers with tents can choose from over 300 shaded pitches, right next to the lake. Should you prefer a sturdier abode, you will be well pleased with one of the 9 comfortable wooden huts in the adjacent Eco-Village. If you don’t wish to give up the culinary comfort of a hotel you can order breakfast, half- or full-board meals at the reception. Water enthusiasts will enjoy free use of the many leisure facilities available. Hiking and nature fans on the other hand will be drawn to the forests where the Saar-Hunsrück Hill Trail, with its hiking circuit of 8 to 18 kilometres long, is promising a fantastic tour of discovery.

* 4 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Nothing but the best. The Königskanzel in Dornstetten, between Rottweil and Freudenstadt, is one of the best campsites in the Black Forest. Campers can expect a comfortable and generously laid-out pitches on one of the many sun-drenched and elevated plateaus. From this vantage point, at 700 metres high, the view stretches out endlessly across the pristine natural landscape of the Black Forest. Around the campsite and in the Black Forest there is an endless choice of walking and cycling routes. If you prefer to stay on site you can always enjoy the refreshing open air swimming pool or the children’s paddling pool. If you are looking for first class food or wine the Black Forest, or more specifically the Baden region has an outstanding reputation for culinary excellence.

★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
A Bavarian treasure in a picturesque location. Near Lindau on Lake Constance lies one of the most beautiful campsites in Bavaria. Embedded in the Four Countries Region of Lake Constance, the Camping Park Gitzenweiler Hof is able to guarantee a fantastic array of entertainment for the whole family.

Here you can relax and enjoy one of the idyllic streams, the on site fish pond or the aromatic herb gardens. Sports fans will probably love the football pitch, volleyball court or the large pond for some canoeing. Should you find the Lake Constance to be a little bit on the cool side you can always jump into the heated open-air swimming pool.

★ 5 Stars, ECOCAMPING
Extraordinary Camping.
Together with the Federal Camping Association of Germany (BVCD), our website is able to offer a further choice of 900 selected campsites. Surrounded by magnificent landscapes and often situated near water, these campsites provide a great diversity and afford families with a fantastic selection of experiences. All camping venues are fitted out with the best sanitary facilities and offer high levels of safety and cleanliness.

To find your favourite campsite visit: www.germany.travel/camping

Or load the BVCD’s camping app quickly and easily with one of the QR codes below:

ECOCAMPING is an initiative for sustainable camping tourism in Europe. It represents environmentally friendly and close-to-nature camping holidays. Many of the campsites presented here are distinguished with the ECOCAMPING label, having all fulfilled a strict set of principles. This label also ensures a high level of service, quality and energy efficiency. At our superior campsites you can combine rest, play and holiday fun without having to worry about the environment.

Further information on this and the German classification system can be found at www.bvcd.de. We hope to see you soon on one of our German Campsites!
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Win a Holiday to Germany
Enter our competition for your chance to discover the breath-taking natural beauty of Germany’s countryside. Check out the romantic river gorges, picture-perfect fairy tale villages and all the great walking and cycling paths throughout the country. To win a return ferry crossing with DFDS plus 10 nights at any of the Caravan Club inspected German campsites, visit: www.germany.travel/win
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Inspiring experiences for the whole family

Isabella is the heart of your holiday and leisure time. Whether you’ve taken off in search of new adventures, or whether it’s to get the whole family together at your favourite places, Isabella will be the central hub of your camping life. Isabella creates the optimal environment for enjoying life, exploring and expanding the experience of camping. No matter where you camp, you will always feel at home in your Isabella awning!

See the 2015 range on www.isabella.net or in the Isabella brochure, which is available from your retailer in Autumn 2014. Here you will find the 4 metres deep Prisma awning, the Universal 360 all-year porch a wide range of camping furniture and a lot of exciting accessories.

Isabella International Camping Limited
For more details, 2015 brochure, news & your nearest stockist:
info@isabella.co.uk or tel. 01844 202099
www.isabella.net